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Abstract  

The Jordanian Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries No. 28 of 
2001 covers all forms of sale contracts through intermediaries. This law 
provides express restrictions and protective provisions on the conduct by 
local agents of internal commercial agency activities. However, these 
statutory protections are granted only to registered agencies conducted 
by national agents. 

The Jordanian legislation does not regulate the issue of agency 
exclusivity, which can constitute a restraint of trade and leads to a state 
of market monopolization. 

Courts in Jordan have exclusive jurisdiction in settling disputes arising 
out of agency agreements. However, this exclusive jurisdiction does not 
cover unregistered commercial agencies, which are treated as 
enforceable commercial contracts under the general provisions 
prescribed in the Commercial Code. Under Jordanian law, the principal 
cannot terminate the agency agreement at any time, but he can decide 
not to renew it upon the expiry of its date without justified grounds. 

Certain statutory protections provided by the Jordanian law raise 
barriers to entry to their national markets. This statutory policy violates 
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the specific commitments made by Jordan with respect to market access 
and national treatment established by the GATS. 

Keywords: agency termination, commercial agency, exclusivity, GATS, 
Jordan, monopolization 

I .  Introduction 

ny foreign manufacturer desiring to market its products in Jordan has several 

courses open to it. The foreign manufacturer could establish a branch or a wholly 

owned subsidiary in Jordan or enter into a licensing or joint venture agreement with a 

company doing business in Jordan. If it wants a less significant presence, however, it is 

left with the alternative of having a local commercial agent market and sell its products. 

Commercial agency has taken an increasing share of domestic and international 

business. The number of agencies and percentage of total retail sales have grown 

rapidly, far outpacing economies as a whole.1 Agents play an essential role in promoting 

the sale of their principals’ products and performing a multiplicity of other functions for 

their principals, ranging from the procurement of visas and customs clearances to 

providing support and assistance in contract negotiations and local government 

relations. 

The law of commercial agency in Jordan is statutory. Agency is subject to dual 

regulation: civil and commercial codes.2 A basic law also exists regulating agency legal 

relationships: Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries No. 28 of 2001.3 In 

addition, international developments at the World Trade Organization impact the future 

of commercial agency law in Jordan. 

Given the high financial commitment of agency investments, and the time duration 

of most agency agreements, it is not surprising that the legal issues surrounding 

exclusivity and termination are among the most controversial in agency law. Clauses 

governing exclusivity and termination are likely the most important provisions in the 

agreement, as they limit what an agent may do. 

Given the high financial commitment of agency investments, and the time duration 

of most agency agreements, it is not surprising that the legal issues surrounding 

exclusivity and termination are among the most controversial in agency law. Clauses 

governing exclusivity and termination are likely the most important provisions in the 

agreement, as they limit what an agent may do. 

A
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I I .  What Is an Agency? 

The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries No. 28 of 2001 defines a 

commercial agent broadly so that it covers commission agents, agents who distribute 

on their own behalf (distributors), and agents who distribute on behalf of a foreign 

company or a trader whose headquarters is located outside Jordan (commercial agents).4

Moreover, the Commercial Code defines a commercial agency as an agency related to 

commercial acts involving an agent who carries out his duties in the name of his 

principal.5 The concepts of commercial agency and other intermediary arrangements 

such as distributorship are not clearly distinguished in the Jordanian laws.6 As a result, 

regulators and practitioners alike may suffer from uncertainty about the exact kinds of 

commercial arrangements intended to be regulated as agencies. 

The Jordanian law should define a commercial agency, in a straightforward manner, 

as an independent individual or juristic person who is contractually controlled by a 

principal and assigned to promote, sell, distribute products and provide services in the 

name, and on behalf, of the principal for remuneration.7 The distributor is an 

independent contractor who buys and resells for his own account and is normally free 

to fix his own resale prices.8 The distributor must generally pay the manufacturer 

regardless of whether or not he has been paid by his own customers. The distributor 

thus acts on his own behalf and assumes the risk of possible insolvency of the 

customers, which is not the case for the agent.9 In contrast with a distributor, a 

commercial agent does not own the goods and thus must render the proceeds of his sales 

to the principal. 

Agents in Jordan are only subject to certain nationality and registration 

requirements.10 There are no age, experience in the agency’s field of activity, or 

financial restrictions as requisites for registration. An individual agent should be a 

Jordanian national.11 A company, acting as an agent, must also be Jordanian.12 The Law 

of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 does not set parameters for 

determining how a company could qualify as a Jordanian. Such parameters would have 

included majority of Jordanian ownership, having an office in Jordan, or the majority 

of the board of directors being of Jordanian nationality. 

In addition to the nationality condition, a commercial agent must be duly registered 

at the Commercial Agents Registry of the Ministry of Industry and Trade.13 A person 

who desires to practice as a commercial agent must submit an application to the 

Registrar. The application contains personal information of the agent and the principal 

and a copy of the agency agreement.14 The agency agreement may include many 

provisions, but the most crucial which ought to be included are territory, products, 
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exclusivity, commission rate, effective term, just cause for termination, compliance with 

law, and governing law and dispute resolution. 

Of course, nothing prevents the Registrar from requesting further documents or 

information as he deems necessary. The Registrar will have to issue his decision 

regarding the application within two weeks.15 In the event of acceptance, a certificate 

will be issued by the Registrar after payment of the appropriate fees.16 The agent must 

quote his registration number on all correspondence and commercial transactions.17

Although not stated in the Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001, the 

agent ought to report any addition or amendment to the information required in the 

application for registration so as to keep the file up to date. 

A commercial agent will be crossed off the Register if incorrect information has 

been submitted, or at termination of the agency agreement or expiry of its term.18 Non-

registration results in a fine.19 Non-registration does not invalidate an unregistered 

commercial agent. Thus, a failure to register will not prevent a commercial agent from 

practicing as such. A commercial agent must be duly registered in order to qualify for 

the protection and enjoy the privileges of the law.20 An agent will not be entitled to any 

indemnity upon termination if the agent is not duly registered with the commercial 

registrar at the time his contract is terminated by the principal. However, even if an 

agent were not so registered when he entered into the agency agreement and he so 

represented in the contract, he could probably under certain circumstances register after 

the signing of the sales agency contract, thus defeating any representation or 

undertaking not to register which he might have made in the sales agency contract. 

An agent must have a direct relationship or link with his principal.21 The direct 

relationship requirement is enforced through the registration process, and the law does 

not grant any exceptions or discretion in this regard. The direct relationship requirement 

is intended to prohibit the use of sub-agents. Without the direct relationship 

requirement, a commercial agent would become a sub-agent of foreign parties 

intervening between him and the producers or manufacturer. This type of intervention, 

if permitted, would defeat the requirement that the agent must be a Jordanian national. 

Another reason that may justify the requirement of direct relationship is to maintain low 

prices of products for consumers. Interference of many intermediaries could increase 

costs of production. However, taking into consideration the continuously exorbitant 

prices of products in Jordan, as well as in other Arab countries, makes this reasoning a 

mere illusion.22 Prices are inflated anyway and generally increased by commissions paid 

to hidden middlemen and brokers. The reasonable justification for the rule of direct 

relationship is to maintain the requirement of nationality and make commercial agency 

a closed circuit. 
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The importation of most products is allowed by both private and public entities. 

Jordan only restricts the use of agents in armaments contracts. The law prohibits anyone 

acting as an agent from buying, importing, or selling arms, spare parts, and 

ammunition.23 The importation of armament and defense equipment must be channeled 

through government departments. 

The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 does not address in 

detail the rights and obligations of parties to an agency contract. The law states, in one 

article only, that an agent is under an obligation to keep sufficient quantities of spare 

parts for the products and offer facilities for after-sale services.24 The bulk of the parties’ 

rights and obligations are found in the Commercial and Civil Codes. The parties cannot 

modify these rights and obligations by agreement. 

The primary duty of an agent is to carry out the authority granted to him by the 

principal.25 In carrying out his authority, the agent must act with the care of an ordinary 

person.26 An agent receives the funds of his principal as a trustee.27 As such, the agent 

is liable if the funds are lost due to his negligence. The products must be sold at a price 

fixed by the principal.28 Hence, an agent is not free to sell the products at a lower price 

or any other price. The agent, as part of the agency contract, must report to the principal 

the agency’s activities and other information regarding its performance.29 The purpose 

of this reporting is to keep the principal abreast of the affairs of the agency and to act 

accordingly, if necessary. 

As a commercial agent has certain duties, the principal is also bound by certain 

duties. For example, the principal is under an obligation to remunerate the agent.30 The 

Jordanian law does not specify any remuneration ceilings. The agent’s remuneration 

could be based on a percentage of the value of the contract obtained through the agent. 

Moreover, the law does not specify if the commercial agent has a right to remuneration 

for the business concluded which is to be attributed to his activity. In some cases, an 

agent may have the right to remuneration without having conducted any attributable 

activity. If, for instance, an agent is assigned an exclusive sales area or a defined group 

of customers, he has the right to claim remuneration for all contracts concluded with 

persons within the scope of the area or with the designated customers, even though he 

did not actually participate in the transaction. The law does not determine when the 

remuneration is due. It could be due upon the completion of the supplier’s performance 

of the transaction. Unless otherwise provided by contract, the principal could account 

for remunerations on a monthly basis. 

The principal is bound by the agent’s actions.31 However, the agent is jointly and 

severally liable with the principal to the local merchant for whose benefit a contract has 

been concluded until all the terms and conditions of the contract have been performed.32
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Finally, the principal is liable for any damages caused to the agent through the ordinary 

performance of the agency.33 The principal is not liable if the damage is caused by the 

agent’s own negligence. 

Courts in Jordan have exclusive jurisdiction in settling disputes arising out of 

commercial agency contracts.34 A foreign court cannot decide such disputes. Moreover, 

the use of arbitration is not permitted.35 The wording of the law means that the parties 

do not have the choice to use arbitration even after a dispute has risen. The exclusive 

jurisdiction of Jordanian courts is thus mandatory and leaves no room for using other 

alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. There is no obvious reason as to why the 

law grants courts the exclusive jurisdiction in settling commercial agency disputes 

without any exceptions. The exclusive jurisdiction of Jordanian courts could be 

intended to protect local agents by not allowing use of foreign courts, with which they 

are not familiar. 

The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 provides that after a 

certain length of time, three years post contract termination or term expiry, claims 

arising out of agency contracts will not be heard.36 This rule is founded upon 

considerations of public policy. Documents may be lost, witnesses may be dead, and 

the recollection of events long past may have become dim. Passage of time extinguishes 

the legal right of enforcement; it does not extinguish the underlying obligation.37 Parties 

cannot contract out by denying the lapse of a period of time. Courts would invalidate 

such a provision on the grounds that it contravenes public policy. 

Agency law violations carry several penalties. Parties who “willfully” submit false 

information to the Registrar pertaining to agency registration or who falsely represent 

themselves as agents are subject to a fine of between Jordanian Dinar 500 (equivalent 

to US$706) and Jordanian Dinar 2000 (equivalent to US$2827).38 The inadvertent agent 

who had no intention to violate the law cannot be punished. Foreigners who engage in 

commercial agency activities in contravention of the law are subject to a fine.39

Violators of armaments contracts prohibition are subject to severe penalties. These 

violators can be sentenced to between six months and one year, and/or fined between 

Jordanian Dinar 10000 (equivalent to US$14,139) and Jordanian Dinar 15000 

(equivalent to US$20,208), and recovery of any remuneration received or profits made, 

if known, or any amount at the discretion of the court if the remuneration is unknown.40

Injured individuals may have private remedies – such as compensatory damages, 

restitution, or lawyer’s fees – for agency law violations. The Law of Commercial Agents 

and Intermediaries of 2001 does not provide several other penalties such as blacklisting, 

freezing of assets and confiscation, ordering restitution, issuing cease and desist orders, 

or banning violators from registration. 
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I I I .  Exclusivity of Commercial  Agency 

Exclusivity exists when a manufacturer utilizes only one agent for the sale of his 

products. The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 and related laws 

do not regulate the exclusivity clause. In contrast to some legal systems, mainly in the 

Gulf States – Kuwait and UAE – the Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries 

does not set out the basic elements which a contract of commercial agency must 

contain.41 Rather, the Jordanian legislators left the exclusivity provision to the 

agreement of the parties. In other words, exclusivity is determined by general principles 

of contract and is a matter of negotiation between a foreign principal and its Jordanian 

commercial agent. In practice, all commercial agents are Jordanian nationals and enjoy 

exclusive privileges. 

The first inquiry into exclusivity involves the express language of the agency 

agreement between the parties. Agency can be de facto exclusive without an express 

agreement between manufacturer and agent. 

A manufacturer can simply appoint an agent in a particular geographic area and 

refrain from appointing any other. To put it differently, a manufacturer may impose 

territorial limitations upon the agent which confine an agent’s sales to within an 

assigned geographic area. For example, a cheese manufacturer might expressly prohibit 

each agent from selling cheese outside the agent’s assigned territory. This type of 

restriction can be referred to as an “exclusive territory”, as it results in a closed 

territory.42 A manufacturer can agree that the agent will sell only the manufacturer’s 

product within a specified territory. This arrangement, which can be referred to as 

creating an “exclusive sales territory”, limits the agent’s freedom to deal with other 

manufacturers. In other words, the agent is not free to sell the goods of other 

manufacturers in the designated areas. A manufacturer may also forbid its agents to sell 

to certain designated customers or customer classes.43 These types of agency restraints 

involve the allocation of customers or classes of customers among agents on the basis 

of characteristics other than geographic location. The manufacturer may reserve certain 

accounts to a certain agent because, among other things, that agent is more qualified to 

serve the special needs of those customers. In addition, the manufacturer may assign a 

class of customers to some, but not all, agents so as to permit agent specialization. 

The question is whether the manufacturer, having granted the agent territorial 

exclusivity, thereafter lawfully may engage in market expansion conduct designed to 

increase the manufacturer’s market penetration within the territory already provided to 

the manufacturer’s agent. Agents fearing encroachment of their established and well-

developed territories could respond by filing lawsuits against the manufacturer. The 

encroachment of the manufacturer violates his contractual obligations to the dealer. 
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a) The Law and Economics of Competit ive Markets 

Competition is the linchpin of the free market system. A market is considered 

competitive if individual firms in that market have little or no power to influence the 

price or other terms on which products are sold.44 By ensuring that resources are 

allocated efficiently and by spurring innovation, competitive markets ultimately 

maximize consumer welfare. 

The relationship between competition and commercial agency is particularly 

relevant to so-called “vertical restraints”.45 Vertical restraints frequently involve 

manufacturers and distributors. Vertical restraints typically relate to the geographic 

territories or classes of customers to which distributors sell, the degree of exclusivity 

the manufacturer or the distributor can count on from the other, and the prices at which 

distributors sell. The negative anti-competitive effects of exclusivity can be 

considerable. 

Exclusivity of commercial agency can be a restraint of trade or a monopolization.46

Exclusivity can raise barriers to entry or market access and thus enhance unilateral 

price-raising power. The loss of business resulting from exclusivity could lead to claims 

of anti-monopoly violations by excluded parties.47 An exclusive agency can eliminate 

rivalry among agents in the sale of the manufacturer’s product and has the potential of 

permitting the authorized agent himself to exercise some market power.48 However, the 

manufacturer’s or agent’s purpose could be not to limit rivalry in itself or to permit an 

agent to exercise market power but rather to render more efficient the distribution of his 

product. The manufacturer would not grant the exclusive agency unless he believed it 

would make the distribution of his product more efficient. Exclusivity can be lawful in 

the absence of monopolistic purpose or anti-competitive effect, i.e., the maintenance of 

a minimum pricing. That exclusive agency is lawful remains to be tested in courts.49

Therefore, the legality of exclusive agency, under anti-monopoly laws, remains intact. 

National authorities in Jordan systematically favour the interests of domestic 

commercial agents over the interests of domestic consumers. For example, customs 

authorities will prevent the entry into Jordan of goods originating with a foreign 

manufacturer who has a duly registered agent for these goods in Jordan if the goods are 

shipped through another person. Jordanian courts can issue an injunction to prevent 

parallel import made by a third party in breach of the exclusivity clause. Parallel imports 

involve the importation of genuine goods outside the authorized distribution channels.50

In other words, parallel import is the importation of goods from a foreign source by 

bypassing the authorized local agent, therefore allowing the sale of goods directly to 
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retailers or consumers. The matter of parallel importation is addressed through case law, 

as the following case illustrates. 

The case concerns a Jordanian company, Jordan Mechanical Engineering Company, 

acting as an agent of “Maggi” chicken stock cubes, which are a product of Nestle, a 

Swiss company.51 It came to the knowledge of Jordan Mechanical that some Jordanian 

traders, such as Abdul-Fattah Qinno, imported about 1000 boxes of Maggi cubes 

(product of Egypt). These products did not conform to the required specifications. The 

Court of Cassation found that Jordan Mechanical was entitled to preserve its rights as 

the authorized agent of the manufacturing company for marketing certain goods. 

By bringing the case discussed above, the agent sought to protect regular trade 

channels. Local agents have built the goodwill of imported products through marketing 

plans, promotional efforts, and product warranties for after-sale servicing. The purpose 

of all these programs is to maintain clients and increase the sale of goods. Agents 

provide services and incur costs that parallel importers may not provide or incur. Thus, 

parallel importers free ride at the expense of authorized distributors. In addition, parallel 

imports may damage product quality control. Poor quality could cause consumer 

confusion and diminish the reputation of the manufacturer and agent. 

b) The General Agreement on Trade in Services 

The basic WTO instrument regulating trade in services is the GATS, introduced as 

Annex 1B to the Agreement Establishing the WTO of April 15, 1994.52 The GATS 

establishes the basic structure for regulating trade in services by adopting a framework 

similar to that for trade in goods under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT).53 Articles XVII and II of the GATS, respectively, establish the National 

Treatment and Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) principles, subject to rather substantial 

rights of derogation under each country’s Schedule of Specific Commitments and List 

of MFN Exemptions, respectively drawn up in line with further stipulations in Article 

XX of the GATS and the GATS Annex on Article II (MFN) Exemptions. Article XVI 

establishes a market access obligation somewhat akin to the provision on quantitative 

restrictions in Article XI of the GATT, which obligation is also subject to derogations 

under the Schedule of Specific Commitments. Despite these basic disciplines, the GATS 

is very much an agreement in continuous progress. In several aspects, the GATS is no 

more than an agreement to enter into further negotiations with reference to progressive 

liberalization to further liberalize trade in services.54 This makes the GATS, in several 

respects, a difficult agreement to enforce, since several of the provisions end up in effect 

as expressions of intent to liberalize despite their not being worded as such. 
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The GATS requires the member country to ensure that a monopoly supplier does 

not “abuse” its monopoly position when it competes in the supply of services outside 

its monopoly rights.55 This language applies only when there is a “sole” supplier of the 

service in question. The GATS provides that member countries recognize that certain 

business practices of service providers, other than those falling under article VIII, may 

restrain competition and thereby restrict trade in services.56 Obviously, this provision 

leaves a great deal of discretion to countries as to the definition of these restraints on 

competition, the regimes applying to them, and the measures available to oppose them. 

Furthermore, the GATS obliges the member to accede to any request for consultation 

with any other member concerning eliminating restrictive business practices with a 

view to eliminating them.57 The GATS also imposes a duty to cooperate in the provision 

of non-confidential information of relevance to the matter in question. GATS Article 

VIII violations are subject to, under Article XXIII, the Dispute Settlement and 

Enforcement provisions, which authorize a complaining member to resort to the WTO’s 

Dispute Settlement Understanding procedures. To date, there have been several requests 

for consultations concerning GATS article VIII.58 Those requests represent a good 

example of the potential for competition to be used for further liberalization in trade in 

services and to address market access barriers. 

Article VI of the GATS deals with domestic regulation. At its most basic level, it 

provides that in sectors where specific commitments are undertaken, each member shall 

ensure that all measures of general application affecting trade in services are 

administered in a reasonable, objective, and impartial manner. The GATS sets out 

specific rules to apply to measures relating to qualification requirements and 

procedures, technical standards, and licensing requirements to ensure that they do not 

constitute unnecessary barriers to trade in services.59 Such measures in domestic 

regulations should not constitute unnecessary barriers to trade in services. 

Beyond this, the negotiating technique adopted in drawing up the GATS is unique. 

Unlike the GATT, which involves a negative-list approach, under which any item or 

sector not included in a schedule is deemed to be automatically covered by the 

agreement, the GATS involves a positive-list approach, under which only those items 

specifically scheduled by a contracting party are covered. The latter approach is 

inherently more restrictive, since only those commitments and sectors which the parties 

have expressly considered are covered. This approach excludes, for example, newly 

emerged services that parties could not anticipate at the time of negotiations. 
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c) Jordan’s Specif ic Commitments in Relation to 

Commercial Agency 

Jordan made specific commitments in specific service sectors on both market access – 

Article XVI of the GATS – and national treatment – Article XVII of the GATS.60 These 

specific commitments are inscribed in a schedule with such limitations and derogations 

as Jordan deemed necessary. These specific commitments effectively form the crux of 

the obligations currently undertaken by Jordan under the GATS, since they determine 

the incidence of the wider, more general disciplines under the agreement. 

The sector of distribution services – where Jordan made many commitments – 

includes postal, energy, land transportation, maritime, environmental, audiovisual, and 

tourism services. However, since my goal is not to analyze this sector thoroughly in the 

present article, at this stage I will discuss Jordan’s commitments as they relate to 

commercial agency only. 

With regard to commercial agency, Jordan submitted a rather limited schedule of 

commitments. Jordan introduced several limitations on market access. Barriers to 

market access include exclusive rights for “Jordanians” to supply; restrictions on the 

legal entity through which a service supplier may deliver the service (e.g., natural 

persons and partnerships); and limitations on the level of shareholding or equity that a 

foreign service supplier may make.61 Jordan also made no commitments for “presence 

of natural persons” mode of supply so that it could introduce or maintain measures 

inconsistent with market access or national treatment. 

The commitments made by Jordan with regard to commercial agency can be 

evaluated as trade barriers operated intentionally to protect the exclusivity rights for 

Jordanian agents. However, these commitments may reflect the particular cultural-

social environment in Jordan, which would support their incorporation, the necessity of 

sustaining specific public policy objectives, or the inevitable reflection of the particular 

situation intrinsic to Jordan. At any rate, based on the commitment Jordan made in the 

WTO, commercial agency seems to be particularly ripe for the consideration of 

competition policy and for further liberalization. 

IV. Termination of Commercial  Agency 

Agent effectiveness within an agent’s assigned market area is critical to a 

manufacturer’s plans. Ineffective agents can lead to lost sales and may ultimately take 

the manufacturer out of the market. As such, the principal or manufacturer can terminate 

the existing agency relationship. The termination clause is one of the most important 

clauses in any agency agreement. The elements of the clause involve mutual termination 
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rights without cause; a definite term; termination for cause; and the delineation of the 

parties’ rights and obligations upon termination and thereafter. 

The simplest form of termination is bilateral termination right, whereby the agency

agreement is terminable by both parties.62 Thus, one party cannot terminate a valid 

agency contract without the agreement of other party. While unilateral termination is 

generally accepted for ordinary contracts,63 the Law of Commercial Agents and 

Intermediaries of 2001 does not permit this type of termination.64

Moreover, it is common for a commercial agency contract to contain a specific 

term.65 Agency terminates at the end of its specific term. In this case, the commercial 

agent is not entitled to compensation. The Law of Commercial Agents and 

Intermediaries of 2001 provides that the termination of an agency agreement without 

any fault on the part of the agent allows him to claim compensation.66 The rule seems 

to apply only to termination of an agency before its expiry term. Thus, termination of 

an agency agreement due to its expiration does not entitle the agent to compensation. 

In commercial agency for a fixed term, the agreement, not the law, may provide for 

serving a notice. It is possible for an agency agreement to not contain a provision for 

termination. In this scenario, the length of the contract will be set at a reasonable 

duration. 

An agent may sue the principal/manufacturer for termination without cause or fault 

on the part of the agent and may recover any damages relating to the termination and 

his lost profits.67 Causes for termination may include fraud or breach of contract. These 

causes are considered significant transgressions committed by the agent that merit 

termination. The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 does not 

provide standards for “cause or fault”.68 The presence of such standards is designed to 

prevent principals or manufacturers from engaging in opportunistic behaviour when the 

relationship between the principal and the agent sours. In addition, these standards 

compel principals to treat their agents fairly. The law should have provided that 

termination can only occur upon a failure to perform substantially on material aspects 

of the contract. The law also should have provided an opportunity for the agent to 

correct the problem before the principal or manufacturer resorts to termination. In other 

words, termination of an agency agreement should be the last resort. The law does not 

address the issue of burden of proof of cause for termination and whether the burden 

falls upon the principal or the agent. 

To protect the principal against an agent’s under-performance, the agency 

agreement ought to include a performance evaluation provision which should be linked 

to a termination. Such an evaluation provision may include sales performance trends 
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over time.69 In this way, a manufacturer can reasonably justify the termination of the 

agency for those commercial agents who fail to perform effectively. 

In the event of wrongful termination, the Jordanian courts decide the amount of 

indemnity owed to the agent, taking into account the harm actually suffered by the agent 

and lost profits.70 In practice, however, the indemnity is frequently determined 

arbitrarily by the courts on the basis of an annual commission arrived at by averaging 

the commissions of the preceding years of activity.71 A court is likely to take into 

account as well factors other than the amount of past commissions, such as costs related 

to a showroom, warehouse, maintenance or repair facility, the amount of money the 

agent has invested, the portion of the agent’s time which has been devoted to the 

principal’s business, or the cost to the agent of the termination of employment and other 

contracts resulting from the termination of the sales agency relationship. To recover this 

indemnity, the agent must demonstrate that he has not breached the agency agreement, 

and that he has successfully promoted the principal’s products.72 The overlapping 

provisions of the Civil Code and the Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 

2001 may increase the sum awarded in case of termination. The right to an indemnity 

cannot be waived by contract. In other words, this right to an indemnity exists 

notwithstanding any contractual provision to the contrary. 

Termination can occur by the operation of the law. For example, the death or 

insanity of the commercial agent terminates the relationship by operation of law.73

However, death or insanity of the supplier does not automatically terminate the agency. 

The agency relationship, unless otherwise agreed, will be deemed effective until the 

successor of the supplier gives different instructions. Bankruptcy of the principal 

terminates the agency relationship by operation of law.74 Bankruptcy of the commercial 

agent does not terminate the agency relationship automatically, but constitutes a reason 

for the principal to terminate the contract. If the principal does not choose to terminate 

the relationship, the trustee in bankruptcy may do so on behalf of the agent. 

V     Conclusion 

A successful relationship between the foreign principal and his local agent must be 

based on familiarity with the laws of Jordan. The Civil and Commercial Codes as well 

as the Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries of 2001 govern agency 

relationships in Jordan. Many of these codes and laws overlap, leading sometimes to 

confusion. For instance, parties’ rights and obligations are found in the Commercial 

Code, Civil Code, and Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries. Jordanian 

legislators should enact a comprehensive commercial agency law that governs all 

aspects of agency. 
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The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries gives commercial agency a 

sweeping scope. The law does not distinguish between agencies and other 

intermediaries. Consequently, a broad variety of unsuspecting commercial 

arrangements may qualify as agencies. Jordanian law should provide a clear definition 

for each type of intermediary. 

The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries does not regulate exclusivity. 

Rather, Jordanian legislators left the exclusivity provision to the agreement of the 

parties. Rational use of exclusive agency may affect competition and consumer welfare. 

Anti-monopoly enforcement agencies should not elevate the short-term pecuniary 

interests of discrete competitors at the expense of competition and consumer welfare. 

That exclusive agency is lawful remains to be tested in courts. If a case arises in the 

future, courts should uphold exclusive agency. When the decision to grant an exclusive

agency is made by a manufacturer acting in its own self interest, consumer welfare 

could be protected to a greater extent than any ad hoc decision-making by a court could 

secure. A subsidiary rationale for sanctioning exclusive agency is the common sense 

notion that courts should not provide artificial, nonmarket incentives for internal 

expansion, an alternative to exclusive agency that will be inefficiently pursued if 

appointments of exclusive agents are met with expense and protracted challenges under 

the anti-monopoly laws. 

Jordanian courts have exclusive jurisdiction in settling disputes arising out of 

commercial agency contracts. The Law of Commercial Agents and Intermediaries does 

not permit the use of other alternative dispute resolution mechanisms such as arbitration 

and mediation. Litigation flies in the face of maintaining healthy relations between the 

principal and agent. The principal and agent must continuously cultivate good personal 

relationships. These types of mechanisms help mitigate the spillover effects of disputes 

between principals and agents, especially if they are engaged in long-term relationships. 

Therefore, the law should be amended so as to permit the use of such mechanisms. 

On balance, Jordan’s approach to the use of commercial agents is restrictive. The 

law sets certain conditions for a person to act as an agent. For instance, these conditions 

relate to nationality and registrations. Only Jordanian persons can become agents for 

foreign principals or manufacturers. In addition to the nationality condition, a 

commercial agent must be duly registered at the Commercial Agents Registry of the 

Ministry of Industry and Trade. The purpose of registration, among other things, is to 

keep a record of persons acting as agents. As currently written, the law does not 

invalidate an unregistered commercial agent, who can practice agency. The law should 

be modified to invalidate unregistered commercial agents so as to protect consumers 

and other third parties who may deal with the agent.  
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In discussing exclusivity of commercial agency, rules under the Law of Commercial 

Agents and the WTO are closely related and interact with each other. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that the GATS, through articles VIII and IX, places an obligation on the part 

of WTO members to not introduce more restrictive rules on the flow of services and to 

preserve the degree of access provided under current domestic regulations. Jordan 

maintains restrictions in the distribution sector, including commercial agency, in which 

foreign investment is circumscribed through equity and other restrictions. Trade 

partners may pressure the Jordanian government to adopt the policy of increasing 

competition in commercial agency as a basic principle of regulatory reform. Moreover, 

the GATS can be a promising tool for achieving liberalization in the commercial agency 

sector. Thus, any future modification to commercial agency law will not be a voluntary 

response by the government to internal public and private sector entities that prefer to 

maintain the status quo.  

The termination clause is one of the most important clauses in any agency 

agreement. An agency agreement can be terminated by the mutual desire of parties, at 

a definite time, or for a good cause. A manufacturer cannot terminate the agency at any 

time, for any reason or for no reason at all. An agent may sue the manufacturer for 

termination without cause or fault on the part of the agent and may recover any damages 

relating to the termination and his lost profits. The “cause” standard for termination is 

vague and variable because clear patterns of acceptable or proscribed conduct are 

difficult to discern. The law, or even courts through judicial decisions, should provide 

a bright-line standard for termination. It is also advisable that a reason be given for a 

termination so as to avoid a claim that a termination is malicious. In addition, a notice 

of termination, with a “cure” provision should be included in the law. In other words, 

the law should provide a notice of termination so that the agent and principal can settle 

their accounts and avoid surprise termination. Even before termination, the law could 

grant the agent a grace period to rectify a problem that would merit termination. 

Many lawsuits are the product of the parties’ failure to honestly or sufficiently 

communicate their expectations of each other during the course of their agency 

relationship. As far as the contract is concerned, the structure of a commercial agency 

agreement varies considerably, depending on the legal drafting technique. A well-

written contract, combined with honest communication by the manufacturer and solid 

justifications for its business conduct, are big steps toward avoiding the filing of a 

lawsuit to begin with. Beneficial relationships will result from a combination of 

frequent and timely communications between the principal and his agent as well as 

knowledge of the laws of Jordan related to commercial agency. If still more reforms do 

prove necessary, the presently suggested improvements will give future legislators the 
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background for serious consideration and understanding of what, in fact, remains to be 

done.  
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